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"This edited volume examines Basic Human Needs theory and
interactive problem-solving, looking at recent developments in
thinking about both and how these might affect peacebuilding in
contemporary conflicts of the 21st century. The era in the immediate
aftermath of the Second World War was, paradoxically, a time of great
optimism in parts of academia. There was, especially in the United
States and much of Europe, a widespread belief in the social sciences
that systematic scholarly analysis would enable humanity to understand
and do something about the most complex of social processes and
thus about solving persistent human problems: unemployment,
delinquency, racism, under-development, and even issues of conflict,
war and peace. This book examines the evolution of the Basic Human
Needs theory and is divided into two key parts: Basic Human Needs in
Theory and Basic Human Needs in Practice. Exploring this theory
through a wide range of different lenses, including Gender and Ethics,
the volume brings together some of the leading scholars in the field of
peace and conflict studies and draws upon research both past and
present to forecast where the movement is headed in the future. This
book will be of much interest to students of peace and conflict studies,
conflict resolution, psychology, security studies and IR"--


